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You Owe Me, My Love Chapter 69 - 70

Bai Rong was aware of how sad she was. Her sadness had begun to build up the moment
Gu Mingchen appeared in Su Wanning’s house.

Deep down, she knew that even without Su Wanning, there would be many other ladies who
could match his status better.

He would never be hers anyway, so why should she be so sad.

Bai Rong took a deep breath and splashed the cold tap water on her face, trying to regain
her rationality and composure.

Suddenly, the door was opened. It was Gu Mingchen.

Her heart leaped at his appearance as she nodded and tried to escape. “I’m done, you can
use it.”

Gu Mingchen stared at her with his unyielding gaze and locked the toilet door.

Bai Rong couldn’t understand his actions and glared into his brooding eyes.

However, his eyes were dark like an abyss. She could not decipher any of his emotions from
his gaze.

“Why are you crying?” Gu Mingchen interrogated.

Bai Rong tilted her face guiltily, “I’m not crying. I drank too much, so I’m feeling nauseous.”

Gu Mingchen came closer to her in an imposing manner.

Bai Rong instinctively went backwards.

Unavoidably, Gu Mingchen closed their gap and hooked her chin while looking down with his
deep eyes. “I don’t believe that.”
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“I don’t need you to believe me.” Bai Rong pushed him away and went to the door frantically.

By now, Gu Mingchen was already frustrated at her actions, especially when she did not hide
from Su Xuyan’s kiss. His rationality had long evaporated from him after witnessing that
scene.

He grabbed hold of the girl before she reached the door and yanked her back to him. Then,
he leaned down and locked their lips.

Bai Rong was frightened by his outrageous actions and pushed on his chest with all her
might.

He must be crazy! They were still at Su Wanning’s house! Their families were still outside!
Who knew someone might have seen him entering the toilet!

However, the more she struggled, the rougher was his kiss. One of his hands was pressed
on her head, his fingers entangled in her long hair. This position rendered her efforts to
escape useless.

Both of them had drunk a lot. The smell of alcohol danced between them, stimulating their
nostrils.

Bai Rong was already panting for breath under his rough kiss, but the man showed no signs
of letting go.

She could feel the oxygen within her depleting gradually, leaving her weak with no strength.
Her pushing hands had now instinctively grabbed on his strong arms for support, only then
Gu Mingchen decided to let go of her. He was panting hard as well, his chest heaving heavily
as he fixed his gaze on her.

“Let go, I need to go out. My husband is waiting outside.” Bai Rong said anxiously.

The ‘husband’ term poked on his nerves badly. Instead of letting her go, the furious man
carried her up and placed her on the sink.

The icy coldness of the sink made the girl shudder instantly.
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“Gu Mingchen! What are you doing?” Bai Rong tried to hop down.

He trapped her with one arm as his lips crashed on hers again, while the other hand went
beneath her skirt.

Bai Rong’s eyes widened like saucers, which now glistened with tears. She knew what he
planned to do now. That realization made her body tensed as she tried to reject him.

But she could never overcome his strength.

The moment his slender fingers breached her last barrier, Bai Rong felt so shameful that she
wanted to bite him.

Gu Mingchen let go of her lips instead. There was no hint of lust and desperation other than
anger in his eyes. “Try resisting or screaming. Don’t blame me if someone were to crash in
later.”

Bai Rong tried pushing his arms. “Please don’t! Please don’t do this!”

He did not budge at all. “Don’t do what? Not like we didn’t do this before. You think doing
this now will make any difference for you?”

“You’ve seen it. Both of us will never be together. They are already discussing your marriage
with Su Wanning. You want to continue having an external marital affair with me?” Bai Rong
panicked at his words.

The man let go of his hands and unzipped his trousers before trapping her between his
embrace again. “Don’t worry. I’ll never marry Su Wanning. The only woman I’ll marry is you.”

Bai Rong felt her breath hitched as her heart trembled violently.

At that moment, Gu Mingchen entered her. The girl almost cried out at his penetration, but
the man managed to suppress her cries with a firm kiss.

Bai Rong scrunched her brows in vexation.
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After that, the man slowly let go of her lips and observed her features with his scorching
eyes.

Bai Rong could only bite her lips to prevent herself from crying out.

She couldn’t push him away, nor could she escape and hide from him. The girl had no idea
how to pull herself away from him at all.

Tears of frustration and sorrow began to trickle from the corner of her eyes.

Gu Mingchen’s heart softened at her tears and his tone became gentler, “I know something
was bugging you. You did not dare to tell me because you’re worried about dragging me
down. It’s ok, I’ll check it out myself then. I can solve anything for you; don’t worry about
me.”

Bai Rong was deeply touched by his words, but she could not express her feelings now. “I’m
fine.”

“I’m not planning to let go of you even if you claimed to be fine. You’re the first woman I
slept with; you may not want me to be responsible for you, but you must take responsibility
over me. if you refuse to be responsible, I’ll never forgive you.” Gu Mingchen claimed
domineeringly as he increased the force in his thrusts.

Bai Rong’s mind was stuck in the mud. She could only purse her lips tightly as she slowly
drowned in the dream induced by the man in her.

Suddenly, someone knocked on the door. Bai Rong tensed at the sudden sound and ended
up……..

Gu Mingchen was pleased with her reaction. He then pulled the girl close to him as their
skin pressed against each other.

“Rong, what are you doing inside for so long?” Su Xuyan asked suspiciously.

Gu Mingchen showed no signs of letting go, but the sounds of the door knocking were
faster than before.
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“Give me a moment.” Bai Rong replied embarrassingly.

“Open the door.” Su Xuyan instructed harshly.

“Are you done?” Bai Rong rushed while pushing Gu Mingchen’s shoulder.

“Kiss me.” Gu Mingchen ordered.

Su Xuyan rapped on the door again.

Seeing that Gu Mingchen had no intention to stop, she had no choice but to wrap her arms
around his neck and kissed him.

Gu Mingchen carried her and made her lean on the door. Bai Rong was rendered speechless
and frustrated by his naughty actions.

“Wanning, is there a key to open the toilet door?” Su Xuyan asked Su Wanning.

“Yes, let me get it.” Su Wanning asked in confusion. “By the way, did you see Gu Mingchen?”

A murderous glint appeared in Su Xuyan’s eyes as he directed his gaze to the toilet with an
ugly expression.

“No, I didn’t see him. Get me the key first.” Su Xuyan ordered icily.

Bai Rong was so nervous that her heart threatened to jump out of her ribcage.

Gu Mingchen had almost reached his climax as he trapped her in a hot kiss…..

The door swung open.

Su Xuyan scanned the toilet and found no one. “Bai Rong.”

“What? My stomach is aching.” Bai Rong covered her head, her face a blood-like red.

Su Xuyan knocked on the door leading to the toilet seat. “Open the door.”
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“Wait.” Bai Rong took multiple deep breaths to calm herself and flushed the toilet before
opening the door.

Su Xuyan’s eyes swept the inside of the toilet; there was only Bai Rong alone.

He then scanned Bai Rong’s face. “Why is your face so red?”

“I always look like this whenever I drink. I’m having a headache now; I need to go back and
sleep.” Bai Rong answered guiltily.

She clearly remembered that whenever Su Xuyan was caught red-handed, he could still act
like his usual normal self.

Why couldn’t she do the same? She was not even caught yet, but she was already going to
die from her guilt.

This was so unfair; why was there such a great difference in mental strength between
people?

Su Xuyan opened the toilet window and looked out. Right outside was the garden.

“Did you see Gu Mingchen?” Su Xuyan questioned.

You Owe Me, My Love Chapter 70

Bai Rong sucked at lying. She could only purse her lips to hide her panic before answering
vaguely, “Didn’t we all see him just now?”

“Oh yes?” Su Xuyan stared at her icily, his gaze cutting like a razor sharp blade trying to poke
through her lie.

Bai Rong looked at Su Xuyan in puzzlement. He was the one who went around having a fling
with women and even had sex with them right in front of her. Why didn’t he realize he was
the one who wronged her then?
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What he felt now was exactly how she felt whenever she saw him cheating on her.

Back then, the girl had been overwhelmed with emotions of rage, madness, and despair. Her
mind broke down so severely that she began to doubt her life.

Bai Rong cooled down and asked back, “What are you trying to prove?”

“I’m not trying to prove anything. I believe you heard that Gu Mingchen and Su Wanning are
getting married. His parents are very fond of her, so they will never accept other women into
their family. The Su Family will never simply let go of you either. So don’t humiliate yourself
and banish all inappropriate thoughts you have now. Otherwise, I can guarantee your life will
be a hundred times worse than now. You hear me?” Su Xuyan warned fiercely.

Bai Rong’s eyes dulled at his words. Deep down, she was always aware of the current
situation. She dared not even imagine a future with Gu Mingchen.

What they did just now…She was unwilling to comply to a certain extent.

But again, she was touched by Gu Mingchen’s sincere confession.

It would only take a fleeting moment for her fragile heart to be touched so deeply.

However, such feelings were short-lived. What matters the most was the continuation of
their current life. She couldn’t afford to risk his future.

“I know.” Bai Rong went to the sink and washed her face.

By the time she was out, Gu Mingchen was already chatting with Su Junhao on the sofa.
The man once again directed his brooding eyes towards her.

Bai Rong dared not have eye contact with him and turned away.

“Uncle Su and Uncle Gu, Rong is not feeling well. We have to take our leave first then.” Su
Xuyan greeted smilingly like the gentleman he always acted on the outside.

“You must’ve drank too much. Go back and rest then.” Su Wanning’s mother smiled
cordially.
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Bai Rong nodded at Su Wanning’s mother and left the room.

Gu Mingchen’s eyes never left Bai Rong until she completely disappeared.

Su Junhao patted Gu Mingchen’s thigh to catch his attention before lowering his voice,
“What’s up with you and Bai Rong? She’s now my cousin’s wife and has been married for 3
years!”

“She is mine.” Gu Mingchen answered firmly.

Su Junhao was thunderstruck by Gu Mingchen’s answer.

“What? So you like her? Are you crazy? She’s a married lady! You are the most probable
candidate to be the commander-in-chief! You want to forgo your future for the sake of that
woman?” Su Junhao asked out of worry.

“She will divorce soon. I know what I’m doing.” Gu Mingchen replied in an autocratic tone.

“Do what? My cousin is not an easy rival. His mother is related to the commander-in-chief,
which means his political career is very bright. He’s not stupid either and will resort to cruel
means to reach his goal. Why on earth must you go after my cousin’s wife instead of other
women?” Su Junhao disagreed with his decision.

“Do you still remember the mission I told you 3 years ago? That time when I got injected
with aphrodisiac and harmed a woman?” Gu Mingchen replied heavily.

Su Junhao paused and made a guess, “That woman is Bai Rong?”

Gu Mingchen nodded. “I’m the one who ruined her life, so I must be responsible towards
her.”

“You better weigh the options clearly. Your feelings towards her may not be love. You’re just
guilty and regretful of the harm caused by your actions, that’s why you wanted to make up to
her. Her character is the total opposite of Hailan. I don’t believe you really fell in love with
her.”

“I am very clear of my feelings towards her.” Gu Mingchen answered firmly again.
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“Brother, what are you two talking about?” Su Wanning plopped down beside Gu Mingchen.

Su Junhao smiled at his sister endearingly. “We are discussing military business. It’s best
that you don’t know about it.”

“I’m not interested in that anyway. Mingchen, mum and dad had discussed with Uncle and
Aunt Gu. They suggested we be engaged by October. What do you think about that?” Su
Wanning asked in delight.

Gu Mingchen got up and held Su Wanning’s arms. Both of them walked towards the
discussing parents as Su Wanning lowered her head sweetly.

“There’s something I need to clarify with you all. All this while, I only took Wanning as my
younger sister. I will still care for her like my own sister, but I definitely do not harbor any
feelings of love like that of a man and woman. I came here just to inform and clarify my
stance.” Gu Mingchen said straightforwardly.

The elders face turned ugly at his clarification.

“You idiot! Do you know what you’re saying?” Gu Tianhang widened his eyes in anger.

“I am very clear with what I’m saying, and I’m very clear with what I want. And I’m all the
more clearer with how I should treat Wanning. It’s not a bad thing for Wanning to have
another elder brother.” Gu Mingchen retorted coldly.

“One brother is already enough for me.” Su Wanning yanked her hands away irrationally.

Since Gu Mingchen was not giving face to her, then she planned to expose everything. “Is it
because of Bai Rong?”

The moment Bai Rong’s name came out of her mouth, the adults all turned to Gu Mingchen
in consternation.

Gu Mingchen gritted his teeth as his cutting gaze darted towards Su Wanning.

“It’s because I don’t like you.” Gu Mingchen snapped coldly.
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“Then swear to mum and dad! Swear to everyone here that you don’t like Bai Rong as well
and you’ll never be together with her.” Su Wanning pushed on aggressively.

“I don’t need to swear for my actions. I have something to settle in the military. Allow me to
take my leave.” Gu Mingchen nodded at the adults and walked away.

“Wanning, what do you mean just now? The Bai Rong you said, is Xuyan’s wife?” Su
Wanning’s mother held her daughter’s hands.

Su Wanning’s eyes were red as tears fell out uncontrollably. “That’s the slut.”

Pang!

Gu Tianhang smashed his cup on the floor and yelled lividly, “Impossible! I’ll never allow
such a woman to be part of my family!”

Su Wanning’s mother turned to Su Junhao. “Hao, you’re Gu Mingchen’s best friend and
Wanning’s brother. Explain this to me.”

Su Junhao smiled dryly at his parents’ murderous expression. “Come on, what are you all
thinking? Mingchen will never be together with Bai Rong. After all, she’s Xuyan’s wife! It’s just
that Mingchen still cannot get over Zhou Hailan. He’s just frustrated that you guys keep
nagging at him.”

“Hailan is dead for 5 years.” Su Wanning exposed Su Junhao’s lie agitatedly.

“Don’t you know that Mingchen had always been a sentimental person with long lasting
affection towards things he loved? He even still keeps the books from primary school! Oh,
my dear sister,” Su Junhao hugged Su Wanning’s shoulder in comfort and added in a serious
tone, “If you want Mingchen to fall for you, then you should change your spoiled attitude. If
you continue to be this impulsive, you’ll ruin Mingchen’s face! If I were him, I’ll never like a
spoiled woman either! Men always prefer a gentle and graceful woman to be his wife.”

After a round of coaxing, Su Junhao finally managed to relieve the tension on the adult’s
face.

The man sighed helplessly. He had really tried his best for the sake of his best friend….…
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